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War on squirrels

This week marks the beginning of President Clough's promised war on the squirrels. Although many on campus do not understand the politics behind the war, we here at the Technique are always ready to supply a conspiracy theory. The squirrels have some information that Clough has worked his entire life to keep underground, including the secret behind his lustrous beard. In order to keep the info hidden, Clough is banishing the squirrels from campus.

Although other theories, including the fact that Clough is using the war as a way to get profits for his long-time supporters in Auxiliary Services, have surfaced, the evidence stacks up in favor of the idea that the squirrels are blackmailing Clough.

The most disturbing part of this whole situation is how Clough is willing to turn his back on the multilateral solutions proposed by the Board of Regents. Despite the fact that both Georgia State and Kennesaw are aligned with the Institute, the majority of schools in the University System of Georgia are opposed to the plan, no doubt because of Clough's condescending and supremacist attitude.

Before moving so brazenly to execute a war against the admittedly troublesome and dangerous squirrel coalition, Clough should have looked for more peaceable diplomatic solutions that were satisfactory to the USG community. Without the support and connections that these other institutions offer, Tech will be unable to maintain our superpower status among universities.

Despite the fact that the squirrels are a definite challenge to Clough's authority, he should be strong enough in his leadership to avoid too many acorn inspections before resorting to violence. After all, it has not even been proved that the squirrels have nuts of mass destruction.

Another interesting facet of the situation is the campus response to the potential violence. While many students are horrified by the idea of killing innocent squirrels while trying to get at Fuzzy the Squirrel, others are almost totally apathetic. Campus response has been ambivalent at best. Perhaps we here at Tech should take more interest in the world around us and support the squirrels by starting a chapter of the Albino Squirrel Preservation Society.

Either way, Tech students should become informed about the issue and make sure that they let Clough, the Board of Regents, and their SG Representative know their opinion. It is only when we students make our opinions known that change can happen.
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Elections over, but here's some commentary

Jack B. Nimble
Political Beat Reporter

I was excited to see Lawder’s website that I had the option of making a campaign contribution with my credit card, online, through Pay Pal (the same way you pay for stuff on eBay). I was really swaying bullets for a candidate who wasn’t going to be able to buy my candidate like they do in the real world.

Now I’m going to be business to put off the prospects that he passed my non-controversial legislation that will allow SGA to finally organize the organization. But wait—already do that for Team Buzz?

Before I forgot his name, does anyone know who Calvin "I might not be real" Yu is? His pictures were in this venerable paper last week, but I’m starting to think that Michael and an栏 fabricated him as a ploy to have one more person to complain about.

And, for those people in the other gender that makes the purpose of making the campus more sensitive and supportive of men, I thought of the idea of making men’s awareness lunar cycle so that people would be more sensitive and supportive of each other.

Around the Campus

What have you done to make Tech a better place this year?

Rosalind Meyers
SGA Executive Vice President

“I dyed my hair red.”

Nate Watson
SGA Treasurer

“I can’t say because there’s no I in team.”

Ben Lawder
SGA Treasurer

Man, men need help

I am writing to encourage all of the Technique’s male readers to join me as I attempt to start a new tradition here. I am talking about none other than Men’s Awareness Night. Women, after experiencing menstrual cycles for 50 years, won’t at Tech. I decided it was high time that I wasn’t recognizing the other gender that makes the campus great.

We men need a place that we can come together and just be ourselves without having to justify our beer-guzzling, crotch-grabbing, sexist behavior to anyone. Or if we just need to cry.

To begin with, I want to tell you about all the trouble I have been coming up with a name for this event. I started off with the idea of calling it Men’s Awareness Night but decided that the acronym for this, M.A.N., would make people think of mammals, or breasts, hence defeating the purpose of making the campus more sensitive and supportive of men. I then thought of the idea of making Men’s Awareness Lunar Cycle and brought it to my attention that the female period (who knew?). Finally, I settled on Men’s Awareness Night with its very appropriate acronym of M.A.N.

It was after struggling with this decision that I decided I would establish a committee to help organize this event. The biggest problem right now is fundraising. You know, what do we even do for money? Just make the whole thing Bryant Towers and see if you have any problem.

We, elf friends, massive binge drinking is not the only think I have planned for M.A.N., I was hoping to be able to have at least
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**Classroom controversies: A professor speaks out**

"I know that most of us don’t care about students; the question is how do we ensure that they understand their place?"

---

My name is Art Vandelay, and I am a professor of Architecture here at Tech. I would like to respond to John Inaka’s column “Classroom Controversy” in the Tech newspaper. As a professor, I feel it necessary to remind students that you have nothing to do with the reason that I and most of my colleagues are here. Keep in mind, my first and foremost mission in life is to do anything but teach your class. You students are doing nothing but distracting me from that mission.

I advise students if you want to be cool, go to UGA. Better yet, transfer into the Ivan Allen College. These two places have plenty of professors too incompetent to do research so they are, of course, interested in undergraduate education. The rest of this column will be dedicated to giving advice to my peers in the faculty. I know that most of us don’t care about students, the question is how do we ensure that they understand their place? I have a few very simple suggestions.

First, make your priority system clear: On the first day of class, I suggested you start by putting your book. If you can’t find the answer there, talk to the TA for this course. If that doesn’t work, your last resort should be to talk to God. Do not ever contact your classmates. This way, you are both making yourself clear and giving your students options.

Second, when you return tests, be sure to belittle your students. Be sure to mention that you curve down by a factor that you’ve never had to do in all your years of teaching. Say things like, “These are the worst tests I have ever seen.”

T here are two problems that professors approach with. One, won’t I get in trouble with Tech for doing this? Short answer yes with an if, long answer no with a but. I don’t have any more to say about that. Two, what about those students who take my meanness as a challenge and attempt to buddy up to me and do well in my class? Let me say this. Make an example of the first person to do this. Be nice to them, talk to them in the halls, even go with them if they ask you to take a Prof to Lunch. Then, when grades come out, be sure to fail them.

Finally, for those students who are unrepentant. You can spend more time doing whatever the hell you want. It helps when you pronounce that your aim is to give your class the Shaft in the beginning because most of them will drop the class.

For more information on this and other men’s events, see the Blurry section.

---

**MAN**

only a showing of Hugh G. Rection’s “The Penis Monologue” followed by a discussion session called the Teaberry D lagoon. To stay in the play and to run these sessions, we would need to recruit some manly men, like hockey players and Rich-ard Simmons.

The major initiative of MAN, however, is the reopening of the Men’s Resource Center and advanced planning and fundraising for the Men’s Awareness Project. It is only through these continual efforts that we men will receive the attention we deserve. For example, men make up 67% of this campus, yet we are always talking about women’s bathrooms. It is about putting some of those couches in the man’s bathrooms!

So, a you can see, I have thought all of this out very well, but I cannot accomplish my goals without the help of all the male students out there. I think of all the things we have to bond over: the ratio, TBS, sorority girls, hot women at other colleges, the benefits of getting girls drunk, how much joining a fraternity will help you get laid. Of course, girslan’t the only thing we men talk about. We also discuss women and sometimes how much Techucks. So, join my initiative to make Tech a more manly place.

W illie B. Hardigan

For more information on this and other men’s events, see the Blurry section of this week’s Tech Technique.

---
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